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tench [staring at harness—suddenly excited]. D'you know3 sir
—these terms,, they're the very same we drew up together, you
and I3 and put to both sides before the fight began? All this
—all this—and—and what for?
harness [in a slow grim voice]. That's where the fun comes in!
[underwood without turning from the door makes a gesture
of assent.
POINTS FOR DISCUSSION
 1.	What is the difference between Enid's attitude to the conflict and
that of her brother, Edgar?
 2.	By which of her statements does Enid prove herself illogical?
 3.	What is the significance of the comments of Frost^ the butler, when
he is talking to Enid?
 4.	What is the purpose of the scraps of conversation which the audience
are allowed to hear from the Directors' Meeting?
 5.	By which of their statements do the various directors reveal their
characters?
 6.	The audience are informed no less than three times that Annie
Roberts is dead: twice in this Act, and once previously 3 when the
news is brought to Roberts himself as he addresses a meeting of the
men. What is the purpose of the repetition?
 7.	Which part of the dialogue immediately preceding it adds to the
effectiveness of Edgar's announcement of Ajrnie Roberts's death?
 8.	edgar, Mrs. Roberts is dead. . . . / say that we, are responsible.
scantlebury. I am a 'humane man—we're all humane men.
Which speech by Wanklin helps to reconcile these discrepant state-
ments ?
9.	There"s nothing wrong with our humanity. It's our imaginations, Mr.
Scantlebury, says Edgar. What does he mean?
 10.	Find an example in the play of symbolic action.  (There is a similar
example in The Silver Box.)
 11.	Left to themselves, Scantlebury, Wilder, and Wanklin would end
the conflict which is causing so much suffering to the men.   Why,
then, do we consider Anthony a far finer character than they, even
though it is he who is preventing agreement?
 12.	Which statements in the play show (a) the inevitability of the conflict;
(6) its futility?

